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1. The promotion of the principle of gender equality into the Toba-Batak rigid, patrilineallybased society is to be seen in the wider process of the "de-sacralization of adat".
(this thesis, chapter 2)
2. With the inception of western influence in the Batakland through German missionary
work and Dutch colonialism, the western idea of asserting stronger (customary) rights
to land through tilling and actively exploiting it has come to dominate. This idea ignores
the fact that customary land tenure involves a rather different temporal conception of
land use in that maximizing land use also means preserving it for future generations,
(this thesis, chapter 2)
3. People are subjected to law through their own construction of belief in a myth of law's
authority. (Peter Fitzpatrick 1992; this thesis)
4. Ijuk di para-para
Hotang di parlabian
A/a bisuk nampuna hata
A/a oto tu pargadisan (Toba-Batak maxim)

Palm fibre (is) in the stand
Rattan (is) in the wood
The clever commands
But the stupid is fooled

5. It seems that the state agencies' strategy of transforming disputes about land rights into
criminal cases where local people become associated with a criminal act as (flexibly)
defined by the state, has been rather successful in subduing the peasant's struggle,
(this thesis, chapter 5).
6. The multifold function attributed to land is, perhaps, the most important factor in
explaining the attitude of Toba-Batak peasant women when it comes to deciding
whether or not they should strive for land in inter-familial relations.
(this thesis, chapter 6).
7. In the Netherlands, too much paper is wasted everyday to produce booklets and
folders to advertise what cheaper things are available in the shops.
8. In many cases of the taking of people's communal land by the state and private
investors, there is a tendency to criminalizing the victims rather than victimizing the
criminals, (this thesis, chapter 5)
9. Fieldwork is time-specific but its moment is one episodic period in a longer stream of
time. (Moore 1993; this thesis)
10. The most annoying experience I have ever had during my study in the Netherlands is
that I lost two bicycles.

Indira J. Simbolon
Wageningen, 3 June 1998
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NORTH SUMATRA PROVINCE

CHAPTER 1
GENERAL

INTRODUCTION

1.0. INTRODUCTION
This study is about opportunities, constraints and strategies regarding access to
land of peasant women who live in the changing Toba-Batak patrilineal community
of North Sumatra. Their access to land is seen in the wider context of the pressure
of land scarcity due to the individualization, statization and privatization of communal
land. Studies on Toba-Batak (peasant) access rights to land usually emphasize the
normative content of society's institutional and cultural frameworks but neglect the
cognitive aspects and actual life situations in which these may become relevant (Ypes
1932; Nasoetion 1946; Vergouwen 1964; Eijkemans 1995). As a result, a Toba-Batak
woman's access to land is often seen only from a normative point of view in that
according to Toba-Batak customary law, a woman cannot inherit land (Bemmelen
1989; Rodenburg 1993 and 1997). This neglects the fact that inheritance is not the
only way for peasant women to have access rights to land; that Toba-Batak
customary law is not the only "guide" that determines how one gains access rights
to land; and that the constraints on peasant women in getting access to land are not
attributed (only) to peasant men, or to the rule of patrilineality, but also to the
practices whereby the nation state implements its legal and developmental policy.
The importance of land in general is closely connected to the Toba-Batak
conceptualisation of the ultimate goal in life which is defined by the terms: hamoraon,
hagabeon, hasangapon, meaning "prosperous, blessed with descendants and
honoured". Such a conceptualisation reflects the cosmological ideal of a proper and
satisfying life. This denotes the importance of the ideology underlying people's behaviours, conduct and practices. Hamoraon reflects the idea of abundant material
conditions in one's actual life. According to Toba-Batak thinking, hamoraon should
be reflected by one's actual material conditions: wealth and prosperity that ultimately
manifest in the abundance of land. Batak old songs and maxims always equate
hamoraon with land and landed property. Since my childhood, I have heard the
musical Toba-Batak people singing verses about the state of wealth and prosperity
related to land: "...gok disi hansang, nang erne nang bawang rarak do pinahan
dolok r (where plentiful groundnuts, rice and shallots grow and where numerous
cattle breed on the hill). Even the lyrics of contemporary Toba-Batak pop songs often
make a parallel between poverty and the lack of availability of rice fields. During my
frequent travels by public transport back and forth to Medan-Tarutung for this study,
I often heard the lament about poverty sung by famous Toba-Batak pop singers
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coming over the too-loud tape-recorder: "Ndang na mora hita hasian, manang
parhauma na bidang... Mate amangmi so martinading hasian, da hauma si satopak
i amangF' (We are not rich, my son, nor do we have a huge rice field... Your father
died without leaving any inheritance behind, but a small plot of rice field!).
In the Toba-Batak conception, the maintenance and perpetuation of wealth and
prosperity should be passed on to following generations. Thus, the notion of
hagabeon is an equally crucial determinant of the completeness of one's ultimate
goal in life. Hagabeon is a condition where one is blessed with off-spring and,
subsequently, a network of kin. I attended many Toba-Batak wedding feasts where
the newly married couple was blessed with the words: "Bintang na rumiris, ombun
na sumorop; Anakperiris,bom pe antong toropF' meaning: "The stars twinkle above,
and the mist covers the meadow; Blessed with numerous sons, and a myriad of
daughters". Or, take another commonly expressed maxim: "Laklak ni singkoru na
gantung diginjang pintu; Maranak sampulu tolu, marboru sampulu pintuF meaning:
"The husk of singkoru is hung over the door; May the couple be blessed with thirteen
sons and seventeen daughters!" A wealthy and prosperous individual who has many
off-spring and an extensive network of kin is considered an honourable person. Thus,
hasangapon as the ultimate goal in life carries the idea of honour which derives from
the accumulation of wealth in the abundance of land and the perpetuation of the
landed property through the wide network of kin.
The hamoraon, hagabeon, hasangapon notion, which is most often pronounced
by men on various adat occasions and at public meetings, may have a genderspecific message to Toba-Batak men and women. Under the patrilineal propensity of
the Toba-Batak kinship system, the emphasis rendered to men and women may differ
since women's membership in the kinship system is ambiguous. As Niessen (1985:75) aptly puts it, "...she is situated between hula-hula (wife-giving group/ marga) and
boru (wife-taking group/marga), she is associated with both, and an absolute member
of neither". Since Toba-Batak history and genealogical charts are traced only through
the male line, it is likely that such a life conceptualisation is more meaningful for
Toba-Batak men than women. Wives and female descendants may not be registered
in the genealogical charts. This has two consequences: first, that while a Toba-Batak
woman may know her natal clan relations, detailed knowledge of descent tradition is
specifically a male preoccupation and responsibility. Secondly, from his childhood, a
Toba-Batak man is made aware that he belongs to his father's clan, marga, and that
the above notion is to be applied to that clan. A woman, on the other hand, unlike a
Toba-Batak man, is to associate herself to two clans in different stages of her life:
that of her father during her girlhood, and of her husband during her wifehood. In
short, symbolically the conceptualisation of life as a whole is pertinent to men, while
only the hamoraon and hagabeon aspects of it are applicable to women.
Lastly, socio-economic and political changes have given new meaning to the TobaBatak conceptualisation of life. Both the sources and symbols of hamoraon, hagabeon, hasangapon have changed overtime. Ideas about what was considered hasangapon, hamoraon, hagabeon in the past may not be appropriate now. On the other hand,

